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Discovery

Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan is a global business litigation firm with 17 offices located in 9 different countries. With over
650 attorneys, they are a key player in intellectual property litigation, having represented Fortune 500 clients such as Google,
Samsung, Motorola, and Sony in some of the most important intellectual property cases of the decade.

Collectively, the experience of Quinn Emanuel attorneys span across 32 different practice areas. Quinn Emanuel is a hot job
destination for associates fresh out of law school and regularly gets it’s pick from some of the top recruits from law schools such
as Harvard, Stanford, Columbia, NYU, Berkley, Yale, and UCLA, just to name a few.
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Discovery
Besides making a big impact in the courtroom, Quinn Emanuel is known for standing out from other law firms in regards to
their culture. When you walk into a Quinn Emanuel office, instead of entering a stereotypical stuffy law office, you’re likely to
see employees dressed casually in jeans, flip flops, and even an occasional hawaiian shirt. The firm pays for it’s associates and
partners to spend one week out of the year away from the office working wherever they want to work - it could be on the beach,
by the Eiffel tower, in the Amazon rainforest - the choice is up to them.

DISCOVERY PROCESS

It is important to know all of the above before jumping into
the design phase of any project because this is what will

The very first thing we wanted to do before jumping into

help identify the best strategy for solving problem areas

any designs or development was a complete and thorough

within old sites and will show where the focus should be in

Discovery. Why is the Discovery process so important?

order to give users what they want with a redesigned site.

So you can validate
previous ideas you have
to see if what you plan to
build is worth building.

To figure these things out, we had to walk through the
Discovery process with the client.

Before designing a single screen, we made it a priority to
make sure we had:

•

Clearly defined what problems we were solving with a
site redesign

•

Identified what functions and sections were most
important to site users

•

Created specific goals for the website redesign
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Discovery

INITIAL SITE AUDIT

Our Discovery process for a typical website
redesign follows this path:

AUDIT

Analyze site design, structure, content, and
analytics to provide initial suggestions for
improvement.

CLIENT KICKOFF QUESTIONNAIRE
Questionnaire focused on pros and cons of

QUESTIONNAIRE

the current site, ideas for improvement, and
specific branding elements.

RESEARCH & COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS

RESEARCH

Online research of competitors, clients, and
online design inspiration with the results
compiled into a report.

INTERNAL BRANDING SURVEY
Survey sent to various employees to get a feel
for who your company is and how your brand

INTERNAL
SURVEY

should be portrayed.
USER SURVEYS

USER
SURVEYS

Surveys conducted with users to see what’s
important to them, how they see your brand,
and website trouble areas.

SURVEY RESULTS ANALYSIS
An analysis of the user survey results findings

SURVEY
ANALYSIS

compiled into a report.

PERSONA DEVELOPMENT

PERSONAS

User profiles based off of user survey results
that describe common behavior for the main
user groups of your website.

LIST OF SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS
A list of actionable website improvement

IMPROVEMENTS

suggestions based off of user survey results.
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Initial Website Audit

INITIAL AUDIT
The very first thing we did was an initial website audit where we
analyzed the site design, structure, content, and analytics.

When we opened up the homepage to do a “first impression analysis”
of the design, the words that popped in our mind to describe our first
impression were: slow to load, outdated, and uninspiring.

A good design is extremely
important for websites
because it takes users less
than two-tenths of a second
to form their first impression!

There were many other issues with the design that were evident to us as well as we dug deeper. We discovered that the banner
on the homepage was created from Flash, which means that it wouldn’t be viewable from any Apple device. Not just that, but
the site was not mobile optimized. While they did have a separate mobile site, it had many of the same design problems as the
desktop site.
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Initial Website Audit
COLOR SCHEME
The color scheme of the site was a bit bland and uninspiring, unlike the boldness that Quinn Emanuel attorneys are known to
have. The font size used on the site was very small, and the layout of text wasn’t conducive to grabbing attention - instead of
using headings and hierarchy elements there were big blocks of text, making it uninteresting and harder to read.

NO CLARITY
A quick walk through the site structure of QuinnEmanuel.
com made it clear that the entire architecture would need
re-worked. Overall navigation of the site was confusing
and there were sections buried within sections on the
site. Whenever there are sections buried within sections,
it makes it very difficult for the user to find what they’re
looking for because they have to go on a treasure hunt just
to figure out where the section is that they’re looking for.

An analysis of the content on QuinnEmanuel.com showed

A look at the analytics for the site showed us that there was

us that there were several challenges we would have to

a very high bounce rate for the site. It also showed us that

overcome. First, there was a lot of content on the site that

the most-visited pages on the site were the Attorneys page

had been piecemealed together over the years. It was

and the Homepage. What we couldn’t tell at this point was

obvious from the start that we would need to work with the

whether these areas of the site were the most important, or

client to rewrite a lot of the content so that it made sense

if users just couldn’t find what they were looking for. Further

and flowed. Second, there was a lot of text on the site, but

investigation would answer these questions for us.

not very many images or graphical elements.
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Client Kickoff Questionnaire

CLIENT KICKOFF
The kickoff questionnaire was a 20-30 question survey that we went over with Quinn Emanuel over the phone. Questions we
asked mainly focused on what the client currently liked about their site, what they didn’t like, major problems with the site, ideas
for improving these areas, what they like in other websites, and some specific branding elements that the site should have.

Quinn Emanuel was actually a step ahead of most clients we work with and had prepared for this redesign by starting a
spreadsheet of site improvements suggested by their attorneys. We reviewed this with them during this time as well, and pulled
ideas and inspiration from it that we used in a later phase.
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Research & Competitive Analysis
ANALYSIS
For the next phase of the discovery, we dove into online research. We wanted to find the best inspiration out there pull ideas
from and show to the client to see what they liked.

The first step was to review Quinn Emanuel’s competitors websites to analyze their online presence. This step actually surprised
us because we had to search hard to find a handful of law firm sites that were well designed - most sites fell prey to the same
problems that QuinnEmanuel.com had. After noting this, we broadened our scope and started looking for any well designed sites
that we could use for inspiration, regardless of the industry they were in.

Next, we spent time analyzing the websites of some of Quinn Emanuel’s top clients. Since clients are the ones using the site, it
makes sense to take a look at their online presence to see what they are doing.

Once we had compiled a list of sites and had analyzed the strengths and weaknesses of each, we sent them to the client to
review. This started a conversation where we could discuss what they did and didn’t like, what their competition and clients were
doing on the web, and opportunities for them to stand out with their online presence.
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Internal Branding Survey
SURVEY SAYS
Since it was clear to us that the current site was a poor representation of the Quinn Emanuel brand, we decided to send an
internal branding survey to various employees who worked in different departments so that we could get an accurate feel for
who Quinn Emanuel is and how the brand should be portrayed.

The results of the survey confirmed our suspicions: the boring, bland, uninspiring design used on the current site was a poor
reflection of who Quinn Emanuel really is. After surveying attorneys, marketing directors, recruiting contacts, main partners and
executive assistants, we had a much better idea of what the look and feel should portray with the redesigned site.

The overwhelming response was that the following words describe Quinn Emanuel:
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User Surveys
SURVEY SAYS
In conjunction with the client kickoff questionnaire and the internal branding survey, it was important for us to talk to users to
get a pulse on how they felt about Quinn Emanuel and their current site

We recruited survey participants through two methods:

In total, we conducted 20 phone surveys with a wide group

using a popup screener on QuinnEmanuel.com to get in

of people, including a COE,a legal assistant, a process

touch with a random sample of site users, and by recruiting

server, a business development professional, multiple

Quinn Emanuel employees (since they use the site heavily).

attorneys, Of Counsel, law students, and Quinn Emanuel

We created a standard questionnaire for these surveys

employees. These surveys gave us an invaluable insight into

that included questions about their relationship with Quinn

who QuinnEmanuel.com’s real users were, how they use the

Emanuel, their use of the site, current frustrations, and

site, what frustrations they had, and what they wanted to

a wish list for the redesign. We also did a screen-sharing

see improved.

session with each participant where they were asked to
complete tasks on QuinnEmanuel.com and evaluated their
interaction with the site while they did each one.
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Survey Results Analysis
SURVEY SAYS
After collecting all the results of the survey, we did a thorough analysis to interpret them and create a strategy that we could
apply on the redesign. We started by analyzing the user groups for the site. We discovered that QuinnEmanuel.com users fell
into one of three main user groups: clients (current & potential), recruits, and current Quinn Emanuel Employees.

of those surveyed,

80%
made comments about
improving the design

INTERESTING DISCOVERY
The most common frustrations that we heard repeated again
and again were:

•

Outdated design

•

Text was too small and hard to read

•

Search function didn’t work well

•

Not mobile friendly

•

Too much copy, not enough images

We learned that the top three areas of the site that clients want to visit are the Attorney Profiles, Practice Areas, and Recent
Victories. This didn’t surprise us, but of everyone surveyed, 80% made comments about the improving the design of the site. We
also discovered that most recruits who are researching potential law firms visit not only the law firm’s website, but also 3rd party
law firm sites.

The most common frustrations that we heard repeated again and again were:
•

Outdated design

•

Text was too small and hard to read

•

Search function didn’t work well

•

Not mobile friendly

•

Too much copy, not enough images
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Personas
DEFINING THE USER
After defining the three main user groups for the site - clients (current & potential), recruits, and current Quinn Emanuel
Employees - we further analyzed each client group and created personas based off of our findings.

THE EMPLOYEE

THE CLIENT

THE RECRUIT

Each persona contained a profile that described common behavior on QuinnEmanuel.com for that user type. We talked about
pain points for each user type when they were using the site, and what was most important to them. We presented all of our
findings to the client and were able to use these personas to make some important decisions together that affected the direction
of the redesign.
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List of Suggested Improvements
REDEFINING
The list of suggested improvements was easy to put together after completing the user surveys and personas - all of the
suggestions came from the mouths of actual site users!

To improve the design, we suggested to increase the amount of imagery on the site - particularly the practice areas section to
make them visually appealing and less text-heavy. We suggested that we do a color & typography discover to select colors and
fonts to use on the site that would better represent the Quinn Emanuel brand, and to increase the font size on the site, making
text easier to read.

To improve the search feature, we suggested devoting time and research to refine the search to show better results, making
it easier for users who are searching the site for specific answers. To help users while searching for an attorney’s profile, we
recommended that they enhance the attorney filter options. We also heard from both Quinn Emanuel employees and recruits
that there was a void in content for lateral recruits, so we suggested that they create more content specifically for lateral
recruits.

We set some specific goals for the redesign with the client so that we could evaluate the redesign once the site launched and
determine whether we were successful or not. Once our goals were set, we were ready to launch into the design phase!
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Design
HOW IT WORKS
Armed with all of the user information we
gathered during the Discovery process, we were
ready to start the design phase of the project.

As we mentioned earlier, it takes users less
than two-tenths of a second to form their
first impression of a website. Once that first
impression is formed, it takes users about 2.6
seconds to focus on an area of a website that most
influences that first impression. While the look
and feel aspects of design are important, how the
site works is equally important for engaging the
user and pulling them into your site after they
focus in on the content.

The key thing to remember
during the design phase
was that “Design is not just
what it looks like and feels
like. Design is how it works.”
- Steve Jobs
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Site Map
STRUCTURE
Before applying any color schemes or picking fonts, we focused on a major part of what makes a site works or not: the site
architecture. Since we had previously determined that the site architecture was poorly constructed, we knew we would have to
spend some time rethinking and reconfiguring how the site was laid out.

By collaborating with the client and creating multiple versions of a sitemap, we were able to organize the site architecture in a
way that made navigation easier and more intuitive for the user. One of the key things that guided us as we worked our way to a
final sitemap was the user’s feedback on what areas of the site were most important to them and what they needed to be able to
access quickly. Simplifying the main navigation to include the most requested areas of the site enhanced the user’s experience
since they could now access these areas with just one click.
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Internal Wireframing
ARCHITECTURE
Once we had the architecture of the site set, it was time to focus on the individual pages and the content on each page. The client
opted to provide all of the copy and images for the site to us, so we didn’t have to go through a copywriting phase and instead
were able to jump straight into internal wireframes for the site.

For this project, we kept the wireframes among our internal team and their sole purpose was to lay out content that should be
on a page to make sure that everything made sense and flowed. Think of these wireframes as “ugly outlines” for individual page
structure - it was never meant to be a design element. However, they were key to helping the design team plan how the content
needed to be structured to work.
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Initial Homepage Comps

HOMEPAGE DESIGN
To kick off the process of turning all of the ideas and planning into the actual pixels of a webpage, we always start with a
homepage design. Since it is the first thing that the majority of site visitors will see, this is the easiest place to begin. Once you
nail down the look and feel of the homepage, it’s easy to carry the decorative elements across the rest of the pages.

The homepage is always fun to tackle because of the immediate challenge you have to face: what’s the most important elements
that should be on this screen? For QuinnEmanuel.com, we answered this question by pulling out the most important site
elements for their three user groups: clients, recruits and employees.

We wanted to make the content on the homepage into an exploratory experience by using different sections to highlight the
most important elements. At the same time, we included links to the top three most requested areas of the site - Practice Areas,
Attorney Bios, and Case Studies - in a prominent place above-the-fold so that users who didn’t want to browse could easily jump
to these sections without having to scroll through the page or use the main navigation.

Using the content structure described above, we showed Quinn Emanuel three homepage comps that had distinctly different
design styles for our first round of designs. While each of the styles reflected the values that we defined during the branding
survey phase - bold, unique, professional - each presented these values in a different way. This allowed Quinn Emanuel to choose
the design style that they liked best.
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Color & Typography Discovery

VISUAL IMPROVEMENT
The main visual improvement that we had to make on QuinnEmanuel.com was to the color scheme and the typography. Since
both would be a major change from the old site, we recommended that Quinn Emanuel do a full color and typography discovery.

For this, we researched the interpretations of different colors, how color was being used by their competitors, and drew
connections between different colors and the values that describe Quinn Emanuel. Based off of our findings, we made color
recommendations and showed how these colors would be implemented in the homepage design.

We went through a similar process for fonts by researching, testing and evaluating hundreds of available fonts to make sure they
represented the Quinn Emanuel brand.
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Color & Typography Discovery
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Homepage Iterations

VISUAL IMPROVEMENT
Once the colors and typography decisions were made, we made multiple iterations to the homepage. Along the way, we had to
balance requests for changes with the goals of the site. Each change was balanced with the ultimate goal: creating the best user
experience for visitors to the site. After 12 rounds of design, we finally arrived at the approved version!
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Internal Page Iterations

THE INTERIOR
After the homepage look and feel was approve, the designs of the internal pages went much quicker. We intentionally carried
the look and feel of the homepage throughout the internal pages to make sure the user experience was cohesive throughout the
site. Focusing on the structure and function of each page, we balanced the look and feel part of design with the way each page
worked to ensure optimal user experience.
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Development & Backend Integration

DEVELOPMENT
532 page designs later, we were ready for development. The development and integration phase for this project was where a
lot of the heavy lifting happened. It was exciting to see the product that we had spent so much time researching, planning, and
designing come to life in the browser.

Integrating the newly redesigned site into the CMS was a major challenge that we had to tackle first to set the foundation for
the rest of the site. Simply moving all of the data that we needed from the old site took up a major chunk of the development
timeline. The old Quinn Emanuel site was built upon a very, very outdated version of the Umbraco CMS. A major priority of this
redesign was upgrading the CMS to the latest version of Umbraco, forcing us to transfer a lot of the data manually.
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Development & Backend Integration
DEVELOPMENT
Once all of the content was integrated into the updated CMS, the rest of the backend development came together smoothly.
Since the site had been well-planned and strategized from the beginning, we didn’t encounter any “uh-oh” moments that would
have required us to make major changes to the designs during development.

Despite the redesigned site containing massive amounts of data, copy and images, the development team did a lot of
optimization so that page load times weren’t affected. The strength and expertise of our development team was showcased in
some of the cool animation and transition effects that can be seen on the site. Attention to little details like these that have the
ability to take a finished site from “good” to “wow”!
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Quality Assurance

IN THE DETAILS
One of the final checkpoints we hit before launching a redesign is Quality Assurance (QA). During this phase we pour over all the
details of the developed site, double checking every single page and section of the site to make sure it works like it should, fixing
bugs, and making final tweaks to perfect the experience.

At the same time, Quinn Emanuel was also making a thorough sweep of the site to make sure everything worked like they
expected it to. With so many eyes examining the work, it greatly decreases the chances of users finding bugs when they use the
site.

To keep track of everything we find that needs fixed before launch, we utilized a project management tracker called Jira. Jira lets
us easily log items that need fixed and track the progress as they are worked on.
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Launch
GOING LIVE
After months of hard work and preparation, it was finally time to launch! To make sure everything was in order, we ran through
our pre-launch checklist. This included making sure the server was set up correctly and ready to go, the latest code was set to
deploy, and that we had the team standing by to make sure the launch went smoothly.

Once the decided upon day and time arrived, we made the site live and did another thorough QA to make sure everything was
working properly. Occasionally small glitches pop up on a live environment that don’t show up while in a staging environment,
and we always have our team ready to make quick fixes when we go live.

We handle all the details and logistics of the site launch, allowing you to sit back and savor the satisfaction of seeing your new or
redesigned site go live!
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Post-Launch:
MONITORING, TESTING, AND ITERATING
Many people think that the work is done once a site is launched. However, a website is not supposed to be something you work
on once, launch, and then forget about. Your site should be seen as a living, breathing thing that needs continual love, attention
and care.

After a new or redesigned site launches, it’s important to monitor site analytics to make sure everything is going smoothly with
your users. Over time, users wants and needs may change so it’s important to keep a pulse on your users by running A/B tests,
doing surveys, and paying attention to what your users are saying about your website. Ideally, listening to your users will let you
know which areas of the site need continued improvement and changes. Future iterations upon the solutions you’ve crafted are
necessary to keeping your site relevant and performing well.
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